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CHAPTER I . INTRODUCTION 
When economists try to predict the real economic world with 
econometric tools, they find some differences between the real economic 
behavior and the results obtained from their econometric tools. It is 
said that these differences may come from sources like inaccuracy in 
economic modeling whic h are related to the forecast eva luation problem, 
the inherent complexity of social and economic phenomena, the inadequacy 
of e conomic theory, the data problems, and the lack of experimental 
control . 
Because forecasts made with econometric models are statistical 
est imates, econometricians need measure of reliability of their 
forecasts . There are various measures of reliability of forecasts such 
as variances , confidence intervals, probabilities, maximum likelihood 
ratio, etc . Furthermore, when the forecasts are applied for public 
policy analysis, the reliability of forecasts might have important 
meaning in the context of its ef f ect on the public. 
Until now, most econometric textbooks and studies have dealt with 
the unconditional forecasts, made with fixed explanatory variables in 
the forecast period. However , a few studi es, Hartin Feldstein (1971) 
and George Ladd (undated) have studied the conditional forecasts, made 
with stochastic exogenous variables in the forecast period. 
The specific objective of this study is the application of some 
procedures for measuring r el iability of forecasts of consequences of 
public policy. Another objective is comparison of measures of variances 
of fo recasts: variances obtained assuming known exogenous variables and 
, 
2 
those obtained assuming stochastic predictors and also estimation of 
effects of public policy on consumer welfare and computation of 
variances of the effects. 
For these objectives , Chapter II will discuss estimation of 
s tructural and reduced form coefficients by using the Three Stage Least 
Squares (3SLS) method. Chapter III will present formulas for variances 
and covariances of structural and reduced form coefficients . Chapter IV 
will discuss forecasts of endogenous variables obtained by using 
stochastic exogenous variab l es and computation of variances and 
covariances of the forecasts. Chapter V will review Mo's model which 
analyzed the effects of public policy on the U.S. wheat sector by using 
1928 - 1964 data and will apply derived JSLS forecasts and its variances 
and covariances to Mo's model and compare the forecasts . This study, 
(1) will predict the 1965 values of endogenous variables and compute 
variances and covariances of the forecasts, (2) will compare measures of 
variances and covar i ances of the forecasts made with known exogenous 
variables and with stochastic predictors, (3) will analyze effects of 
increasing the 1965 wheat support price level by $0.10 on consumer 
welfare and compute variances of t he effects. 
3 
CHAPTER II. 3SLS ESTIMATES OF COEFFICIENTS 
To estimate all coeffic ients of a complete linear simultaneous 
system, Zel lner and Theil developed the Three Stage Least Squares 
method, 1 which uses the Two Stage Least Squares (2SLS) estimates and may 
have greater asymptotic efficiency than 2SLS . Because the 3SLS has 
full-information characteristics, it can take account of restrictions on 
parameters in different structura l equations, and the 3SLS method is 
s imple computationally apart from inversion of one big matrix. 
Structual Coefficients 
Description of the system 
We assume throughout that we are dealing with a general linear 
model of m linear stochastic structural equations in m jointly dependent 
variables and g predetermined variables, that this system can be solved 
for the jointly dependent variables, and that the structural 
disturbances have zero means, are serially independent, and are 
homoscedastic in the sense that their variances and contemporaneous 
covariances are finite and constant through time . This contemporaneous 
covariances matrix is assumed to be nonsingular. 
Now, let n be the number of observations. Then, the i-th 
st ructural equation can be written in the following form for all 
observations combined: 
1 A. Zellner and H. Theil, 11Three-Stage Least Squares: 
Simultaneous Estimation of Simultaneous Equations", Econometrica 30 
(1962): 54-78. 
4 
( 2. 1) 
y. = Y.~. + X. l . + u . , i=l,2, ..... ,m 
1 l 1 1 1 1 
where y . is a (nxl) column vector of sample observations on the 
1. 
normalizing variable in the i-th equation. Y. is a (nxm.) matrix of 
1 1. 
observations on the other endogenous variables in the equation. X. is a 
1 
( nxg.) matrix of observations on the predetermined variables in the 
1. 
equation. ~ . and l . are the coefficient vectors . u. is a column vector 
1 1. 1 
of n structural disturbances . 
Rewrite (2. 1) as 2 
(2 . 2) 
y. = Z.6. + u
1
., i=l,2 , ... .. .. ,m 
1 1 1 
where 
z. = [Y . , X. ] and 6. = [~ 1. , l 1. ]' 1. 1. 1 1. 
Our objective is to estimate the parameter vector 6., and for th i s 
1. 
3 
purpose it will be supposed that all equations are identi fiable. 
Two Stage Least Squares 
If (2.2) is premultiplied by X', which is an (gxn) matrix of 
obs ervations on the prede termined variables in the equation, then we 
obtain 
2 Further, we write X for (nxg) matrix of values taken by all g 
predetermined variables, and its rank is assumed to beg. 
3 This implies 
g?: k . = m. + g . , i=l,2, ....... ,m , 
1 1 1 
whe re k . is the total number of coefficient to be estimated in the i - th 
1. 
equation. 
5 
(2.3) 
X'y . = X'Z.o. + X'u., i=l,2,. ..... .,m 
1 1 1 1 
which is a system of g. equation involving k. parameters ( O.) where k. = 
1 1 1 l 
m.+g., the total number of coefficients to be estimated in the i-th 
1 1 
equalion, and a disturbance vector(X'u.) with zero mean. If the 
l 
equation is just identified, g = k . , it is customary to estimate 0. 
1 1 
according to 
( 2.4) 
( 
t -1 I 6 . = XZ.) Xy., 
1 1 1 
i=l,2, . . ...... m 
Under the assumption that X's are a ll fixed variables, we find t hat the 
variances and covar iances matrix of the disturbances is 
(2 . 5 ) 
V(X'u.) = E(X'u.u . 'X) = o . . X'X 
1 1 1 11 
where o . . is the constant variance of the disturbance in the i -th 
11 
equation . If the equation is over-identified, g > k., applying the 
]. 
Aitken method of Generalized Least Squares (GLS ) to (2.3) yields 
(2 . 6 ) 
Z.X(o . . X'X) - 1X'y . = Z . 'X(o . . X'X)- 1Z .d. 
1 11 1 l 11 1 1 
where di represents the estimator of oi. From this (2.6) , we can derive 
the 2SLS estimator 
(2.7 ) 
and the variances and covariances matrix of d. is 
l 
( 2 .8) 
V(d . ) = o . . [Z' . X(X'X)- lX'Z .]- l 
1 11 1 1 
6 
Three Stage Least Squares 
Let us now write out complete set of equations in (2.3) as 
(2.9) 
X'y 
m 
= 
X'Z 
1 
0 
0 
0 
X'Z 
2 
0 
0 
0 
X'Z 
m 
which is a system of (gxm) equations involving K 
6 
m 
m 
X'u 
m 
= r k . parameters. 
i=l l. 
If we write 6 for the K-element column vector of paramet~rs. Then, we 
can apply GLS to (2 . 9) to estimate all elements of 6 simultaneously. 
For this purpose, we need the variances and covariances matrix of the 
disturbance vector of (2.9): 
(2.10) 
X'u 
m 
= 
o X'X 
ml 
a X'X 
m2 
a x'x lm 
a X'X 
2m 
a X'X 
mm 
where o .. denotes the contemporaneous covariance of the structural 
l.J 
disturbance of the i-th and j-th equation. 
Since 
E(u.u. ') 
l. l. 
a . ., 
l.l. 
= 0 
0 
0 
0 .. I 
l. l. 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 .. I 
l.l. 
= o .. ,I 
l. l. 
by collect ing the a .. in a matrix r, (2.10 ) can be rewritten as 
l.J 
(2. 11) 
V = t@ (X 'X) and V-l = t-l@ (X'X)-l 
where@denotes Kronecker product. Because GLS is an appropriate 
estimator for (2.8) , the two stage column vector in (2.6) 
Z' .X( o . . X'X) -lX'y . 
l. l.l. l. 
is replaced by 
ii 
where o 
-1 = ( a . . ) . 
l. l. 
+ 
+ 
8 
And also 
z. 'X(a .. X'X)- 1X'Z., which is (k .xk.) matrix, is replaced by the 
1 11 1 1 1 
(KxK) matrix as 
However, because the elements of the t matrix in (2.11) are unknown the 
a .. are es timated from the disturbances calculated from the 2SLS 
lJ 
estimates, that is, d . is computed for each structural equation from 
1 
(2.7) and then s ubstituted into (2.2) to obtain a calculated vector e . 
.l 
of the u . , i=l,2, . ... m, from which estimates s .. of the a .. are 
.l l.J lJ 
computed . Thus, the 3SLS estimates 6 is defined as 
(2.12) 
6 = 
x 
x 
Z' X 
1 
0 
0 
X'Z 
1 
0 
0 
Z' X 
1 
0 
0 
X' ym 
0 
Z' X 
2 
0 
0 
X'Z 
2 
0 
0 
Z' X 
2 
0 
9 
0 
0 
z' x m 
0 
0 
X'Z 
0 
0 
Z' X 
m 
sll(X'X)-1 
s21(X 'X)-1 
sml(X 'X)-l 
-1 
m 
s ll(X'X)-1 
s21(X 'X)-1 
where s ij = (s .. )- 1 . Simplifying, we obtain 
.LJ 
slm(X'X)-1 
s2m(X' X) -l 
smm(X'X)-1 
slm(X'X)-1 
s2m(X'X)- l 
(2. 13) 
A 
6 = 
~llz1'X(X'X)-1X'7.1 
s21z
2
'X (X ' X) - 1X'Z
1 
m 
10 
E s 1jz
1
' X(X ' X)- 1X' y. 
j=l J 
m 
x E s 2jz
2
'X(X'X)- 1X'y . 
j=l J 
s 1mz 'X (X 'X)- 1X'Z 
1 m 
s 2mz
2
'X(X 'X)- 1X'Zm 
Reduced Form Coefficients 
[f we have an interes t in only estimating reduced form 
-1 
coe fficients which a re unbiased and consis t en t and their sampling 
va r iances , then they may be obtained by applying the Ordinary Leas t 
Squares (OLS) method to each r educed form equation in turn.~ 
However, if there exis t some restriction in the set of equations 
connecting structur al and reduced form parameters, then this OLS me thod 
should be improved as Klein has argued.s Thus, in this section, we 
in tend t o drive reduced form coeffi c ients by using estimated structural 
~ J . Johnston, Econometric Me thods (2nd ed.) (New York: HcGraw-
Hill Book Co., 1972 ) , pp . 350 - 52 . 
s L. R. Klein, "The Efficiency of Estimation in Econometri c 
Models . " Cowles Foundation Papers No. 157 (1960). 
11 
coefficients. 
Rearranging the structural equation (2.1), we obtain another form 
of the structural equation, i.e., 
(2.14) 
BY.+ fX . = U., i=l,2,. ... .,m 
l l. l. 
where B is a (mxm) matr ix of coefficients of current endogenous 
variables, r is a (mxg) matrix of coefficients of predetermined 
variables as 
6 ml 6 m2 6 mm 
and Y. , X.' and u. are column vector of m, g, .l 1 1 
respectively. ' They contain the i-th values 
(2.15) 
Y. = 
l. 
yli 
y2i 
y . 
m1 
x . 
1 
= 
xli 
x2i 
x . gi 
U. = 
1 
l ml 
and m 
of all 
uli 
0
2i 
u . 
m1 
l m2 
elements, 
variables 
l 
mg 
If we assume that the B matrix is nonsingular, then the reduced form of 
6 We assume, at observation f, 
E(Uf ) = 0 for all f, and 
E(UfU'f) = 0 if f;f' for all f, f' 
F if f=f' 
where F is the dispersion matrix of disturbances in the structural 
equations. 
12 
the mode l can be written 
(2. 16) 
Y. = nx . + v. 
l 1 1 
wliere TI is a (mxg ) matrix of reduced form coefficients and V. is a 
l 
c:ulum11 vec tor of reduced d js tu r bdn<.:cs , 7 that is, 
and 
= 
~ml 
~12 
~22 
1T 
mg 
7 We as~ume, again at observation f, 
E(V f ) = 0 for a ll f 
E(V V' ) = 0 if f'if' for al) f , £ 1 
f £ 
c if f=f ' 
~mm l mg 
where C = (B- 1)F(B- 1) ', the dis persion matr i x of disturbances in the 
reduced form equations and F is the dispersion matrix of disturbances in 
the structural equations. 
V. (B - 1)U. = 
.l J 
wher e 6~j denotes the 
13 
611 612 
= 621 6 22 
6
m1 
-1 
i, j-th element of B 
I\ /\ 
6
1m 
6
2m 
6mm 
uli 
u2i 
u . 
m1 
= 
vli 
v? . 
-1 
v . 
m1 
Now, we suppose that B and r are consis tent and asymptotically 
/\ 
unbiased es t i mates of Band f, res pectively . Then, we obtain Il, a 
consistent and as ymptotica lly unbiased estimator of Il by 
(2. 17) 
14 
CHAPTER III. VARIANCES AND COVARIANCES OF COEFFICIENTS OF 3SLS 
Vari a11ccs and Covariauc~s of Struc t ur a l Coefficients 
Applying the Atiken method , we can easily find the variances and 
covariances of the 3SLS estima t es of s tructural coefficients . The 
variances and cova riances matrix of the structu ra l estimators of 3SLS 
is • 
( 3 . l) 
o 11z 'X(X'X)- 1X'Z 
1 l 
o1mz 'X(X ' X)X- 11x 'z ' -l 
1 m 
G(6) = o 2 1z
2
'X(X'X)-lX'Z
1 
o2mz 'X (X 'X)X '- 1x' z' 
2 m 
and their estimated variances and covariances matr i x is 
(3.2) 
s
11
z 1 'X(X 1 X) - 1X' Z1 
2c6) = s 2 1z
2
' X(X'X)- 1X'Z
1 
s 1mz
1
'X(X 'X ) - 1X'Zm -l 
s
2mz
2
1 X(X 1 X) - 1X' Zm 
1 
For more detail, see "Three-Stage Least Squares : Simultaneous 
Estimation of Simultaneous Equation" by A. Zellner and H. Theil. 
15 
Varia11 c <!s <.md Covc1riunces o f J<cduccd Form Coefficicnls 
The Statistica l Differentials' method gives us a convenient way to 
fi nd the variances and covariances o f reduced form coefficients of 3SLS. 
SLatistical differentials 
Let b a vector o f ststistics with asymptotic expectation of 8 and 
its asympt otic variances and covariances matrix be G, then by the 
Pr obability Limit Theory 10 we know that 
(3.3) 
(3. 4) 
lim E(b) = plimb = 8 
n .. -
lim nE[ (b-8 )(b-8)'] = G = o 
n~- UV 
= C(b , b ) 
u v 
where n is the sampl e size and a is t he r ea l coefficient of the 
simultaneous equat ion. Also let f . , i=l,2, ...... ,m be m scalar 
l. 
functions of the known row vect or X and of the g-e l ements r ow vector 6 
of parameters and let components off. be differentiable functions in b. 
1. 
And let 
(3.5) 
f (X, 8) ] 
m 
where fi(X ,8 ) = fi (X 1 , X2 , ... , Xg, a1 , 62 , .. ., 8m ) in i-th row of TI, 
then the asymptotic d i st ribution of 
9 Wayne A. Fuller, "Estimating t he Reliabil ity of Quantities 
De rived from Empirical Production Functions." Am. J. of Agric . Econ. 
44 ( 1962): 82-99. 
10 J. Johnston, ' t 267 74 Op . C l. • 1 pp. -
16 
is m-variate normal with mean vector zero and its variances and 
covariances matrix is 
(3.6) 
d[f(X, b)) = E{!f(X, b)-f(X, 5)Jlf(X, b)-f(X, 5)) 1 } 
" If G =( s ), the dispersion matrix of estimated ~·s, is a consistent 
UV 
es t imator of G from (3 . 5), then a consistent estimator of d[f(X, b) ) is 
(3 . 7) 
" D[f (X, b) ) = ZGZ' 11 
whe r e Z is a (gxm) matrix of partial derivatives of the f. (X, b ) with 
1 
res pect t o b; 
(J. 8 ) 
z = 
at
1
(X,b)/ab
1 
at
2 
(X ,b)/ab
1 
at
1 
(X,b)/ab
2 
at 2(X,b)/ab2 
at 1 (X ,b)/ abm 
at2 ( x , b) / ab m 
at (X,b) / ab 
g m 
that is, Z is a matrix of partial derivative of f . (X , 5) evaluated at 
1 
the point b = 5. 
Let at . (X, b) / ab = z . = element in row i and column u of Z and 
1 U 1.U 
" l e t s be the entry in row u and column v of G, then the element in 
UV 
11 This equation can be obtained by (1) expanding f(X, b) in Taylor 
Series about the point f(X, b), retaining only the first order terms, 
(2) de termining the expected value of [f(X,b)-f(X,b)][f(X,b)-f(X,b)) 1 , 
( 3) replacing parameters by their estimators . Also if f. is linear in 5, 
1. 
then this equation is unbiased. 
17 
I\ 
row i and column j of ZGZ ' is 
(3.9) 
C[f .(X ,b), f .(X,b)} = LLZ. s z .. 
1 J UV 1U UV JV 
Variances and covariances of reduced form coefficients 
To drive Lhe variances and covariances of the reduced form 
coeff icients, 12 we i ntroduce a, the [m(m+g)xl] vector of the structural 
coef ficients arranged by the structural equat ions , then the transpose of 
a is the r ow vector 
(3. 10) 
a'= ce ll . e1 2 ' ... ,elm' 0 11· 0 12· .. ., 0 1g ' ... , eml' em2' ... • 
e mm' 0m1 • 0 m2 ' . . . • 0 mg) 
Further, let da be the vector of sampl i ng differentials of a, then the 
variances and covariances of a ll structural coeffic ient estimates may be 
clbplaycd i n t he l m( m+g)xm(m+g) J m:ilrix of G: 
(3.11) 
G = E[(da )(da )'] = 
G mm 
where G . . is t he [(m+g) (m+g ) ] covariances matrix of estima tes of the 
1J 
coef ficients i n the i-th structural equation wi th es timates of the 
1 2 A. S. Goldberger, A. L. Nagar , and H. S. Odeh , "The Covariance 
Matrices of Reduced Form Coefficients and of Forecas ts for a Structural 
Econometric Mode l," Econometrica 29 (October 1961 ): 556-567 . 
18 
coefficients in the j-th structural equation. 
Also, we write TI for the (mgxl) vector of reduced form 
coefficients arranged by reduced form equations, that is, by column of 
n. The transpose of TI is the row vector 
(3.12) 
TI'= (Till ' TI12' · · ., Tilg' TI21' ... , TI2g' · .. , Timl' · · ., Timg) 
Also, let <lTI be the vector of sampling differentials of TI, then the 
variances and covariances of all reduced form coefficient estimates may 
be displayed in the (mgxmg) matrix of 0 : 
(3 .13) 
D = E[(dTI)(dTI)'J = 
D 
mm 
where D .. is the (gxg) matrix of covariances estimates of coefficients 
l.J 
in t he i-th reduced form equation with estimates of coefficients in the 
j-th r educed form equat i on . From equation (3.11) and (3.13), we obtain 
(3 .14) as asymptotic estimates as Goldberger, Nagar, and Odeh have shown 
that 13 
(3 . 14) 
D = HGH' 
where H, which is expanded from Zin (3.7) by (3.9) and (3 . 11), is 
13 Goldberger, Nagar, and Odeh, op. cit. , pp. 558-561 . 
19 
- 1 I 
[mgxm(m+g)J matrix direct product of (B ) with [IT I], that is, 
(3. 15) 
H == (B-l )@ [ fl' I] 
811 [IT I I I 812[IT' I I 81m[IT
1 I) 
82l[IT' I I 822[Il' I] 82m[IT' I J 
8
mm[IT' I J 
Thus, each element of H is either zero or an e lement of the B- 1 , 
-1 
or the product of one element of B with one element of Il. 
By the definition of the reduced form coefficients in equation 
(2.16), we know that 
(3.16) 
1T . . = 
lj 
m 
-t 
u==l 
8iul . 
UJ 
Differentiating the nij with respect to 8kl' 
(3.17) 
m 
u== 1 
where this equation comes Crom the fac t that: 14 
Also diffe rentiating (3.16) with respect to l 
qn' 
an . . / H == -8nj if q==i 
lj qn I 
==O , otherwise. 
uj 8 '1Jik 
14 See, T. W. Anderson, An Introduction to Multivariate Statistical 
Analysis (New York: Wiley, 1958), p. 349. 
20 
Comparing the elements of H, we find that the element in the row 
of H corresponding to ir .. , the i - th row of the j-th block, and the 
1J 
column corresponding to ~kl, the k-th column of the 1-th block, is 
-air i/ a~k1, and the element in the column corresponding to ! qn' the 
(m+q)-th column of the n-th block, is air .. / ar . Thus, each row of 
1J qn 
contains the partial derivatives of an element of 1T with respect to 
element of a . 
-1 
We know that H depends upon the population values of IT and B 
In practice, these are unknown. Instead consistent estimaties are 
I\ A-1 
available, IT and B 
/\ 
By denoting H as a consistent estimate of H, 
I\ I\ "-1 
we obtain H by using IT and B as we did in (3 . 15). Also, G is 
/\ 
G 
each 
unknown, but a consistent estimate of it, denoted G, may be computed as 
be seen in (3.6). Thus, we obtain the estimated variances and 
covariances of all reduced form coefficient estimates as 
(3. 18) 
A A/IA 
D = HGH' 
/\ 
and D is a consistent estimator of D. 15 
l 5 For u=l, 2, ... ,m, row (m-l)x(g+l) of D contains the variance of 
11 
ml and its covariance with all other derived reduced form coefficients. 
And row (m-l)x(g+k), where k=l, 2, ...• , g, of D contains the variance of 
1T 
mk and its covariance with all other derived reduced form coefficients. 
21 
CHAPTER IV. FORECASTS AND VARIANCES AND COVARIANCES OF FORECASTS MADE 
WITH FORECAST EXOGENOUS VARIABLES 
Forecasts Made with Stochastic Exogenous Variables 
The forecasts of endogenous variables made with forecasted 
exogenous variable are s imply produced by substitution in the estimated 
reduced form equation. Let x. denote a vector of forecast values for 
.l 
the predetermined var iables , then the forecast of endogenous variables 
/\ 
Y f is 
(4. 1) 
/\ 
where JI /\-1" /\JI = -B r, is the consistent and asymptotically unbiased 
estimator of reduced form coefficients . 
Variances and Covariances of Forecasts 
When we estimate endogenous variables with stochastic exogenous 
variables the forecast error can be broken down into three components, 1 ' 
First , forecasts of t he exogenous variab l es are unlike ly to be exact, 
and the error in these forecasts contributes to the overall ex- ante 
/\ 
forecast error. Secondly, the coeffici ent estimates Il based on the 
sample-per iod differ from the true values JI. Finally, the random 
disturbances term, Vf' which occurs in the forecast period will affect 
the outcome , we assumed that the optimal forecast of these disturbances 
16 G. C. Chow, and P. Corsi, Evaluating the Reliability of Macro -
economic Models (New York: John Wiley & Sons 1982), p. 221. 
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is its unconditional mean value of zero. 
L<>L dY f be the (mx I) vector of forecast errors as 
(4.2) 
/I /I 
dYf = Yf - Yf = Ilxf -(IlXf + Vf) 
= [dYlf, dYZf' ..... , dYmrl' 
then the variances and covariances of forecasts will be displayed in the 
(mxm) matrix as 17 
( 4. 3) 
The dispersion matrix of predicted exogenous variables is 
(4 .4) 
A A 
and Yf depends upon the assumed value of Vf and that error in Yf is a 
function of the deviation of the assumed value from the true value. 
For the r-th reduced form equation for observation f, we can 
rewrite Yf as 
( 4. 5) 
where Xf is a (gxl) vector of exogenous variables for observation f. 
The p r edict ion equation is 
(4.6 ) 
/I /I /\ m /\ /I 
y = JI rxf + vf = I n .xf + v rf 
i=l r i rf 
/\ 
where v rf is scalar value assumed by the random term in the r-th 
17 The square roots of the diagonal elements of this matrix will be 
t he standard errors of the forecasts. 
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/\ 
reduced form equation in the forecast period. 18 Then Yrf is a 
consisLent estimate of Yrf· An estimate of variance of the fore cast is 
obtained from 
(4. 7) 
/\ /\ 
V (Y rf) 
where S 
2 
is a residual sum of squares. 
f 
For this estimate of variance, let's introduce the formulas for 
exac t variances and covariances of products, developed by Bohrnstedt and 
Coldberger. 19 
2 2 
(4 .8) V(xy) = E (x)V(y) + E (y)V(x) + 2E(x)(y)C(x,y) + V(x)V(y) 
+ c 2(x, y) 
where x and y are jointly normally distributed. 
(4.9) 
C(xy, uv) = E(x)E(u)C(y,v) + E(x)E(v)C(y ,u) + E(y)E (u)C(x,v ) 
+ E(y)E(v)C(x,u) + C(x ,u)C(y, v) + C(x,v)C(y,u ) 
where x, y, u, and v are jointly normally distributed. 
By applying equation (4.8) and (4.9) to (4.7), we obtain 
18 It is assumed that Vrf and ITrf are independent. 
19 G. W. Bohrnstedt, and A. S. Goldberger, "On the Exact Covariance 
of Random Variables," Am . Statist. Assoc. J. 64 (December 1969 ): 
1439 - 42. 
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(4 . 10) 
/\ /\ /\ /\ /\ 
V(Y rf) 
m " 21\ 2 " " 
= r [TI . V(x . f) + x.f V(IT .) + 
i=l ri 1 1 ri 
vcn . )V(x . f)l ri 1 
mm /\/\/\ 
+ 2r r [IT . n .C(x .f, xJ.f) 
i=li~j ri rJ 1 
/\ /\ /\ 
+ x .fx.fccn . , n .) 
1 J ri rJ 
/\/\ /\ /\ 2 
+ ccn ., n .) ccx . f, xJ. f)J +sf . ri rJ 1 
/\ /\ /\ 
or using vector and matrix notation and using D(Ilr) and D(xf) for 
/\ /\ /\ 
estimates of D(flr) and D(xf), respectively, this V(Yrf) can be written 
as 
(4.11) 
/\ /\ 
V(Yrf) 
/\ /\ 
By simil ar argument, the consistent covariance between Yrf and Ysf' 
t he s -th reduced form value for observation f, is 20 
(4.12) 
/\ " " /\ /\ /\ /\ + tr [D( TI , IT ')D (xf ) ] + C(V , V ) 
r s r s 
/\ 
If X's are fixed, then xf = Xf and D(xf) is null matrix, thus in 
this case , equation (4.11 ) and (4.12) will be (4.13) and (4.14), 
respectively, 
2 ° Feldstein derived (4.12) by different procedure . His formula is 
different from this equation in only the last term, his last term is, 
K
2
C(U , U ), where K is the number of total exogenous variables in the 
r s 
model . I think h is inr. luding of K2 term is an error. 
See, M. S. Feldstein, "The Error of Forecast in Econometric Mode ls When 
the F0recast Period Exogenous Variables are Stochastic . " Econometrica 
39, (1971): 55 - 60. 
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(4.13) 
and 
(4.14) 
Expanding ( 4 .1 1 ) and (4. 12 ) and collecting like terms, we can 
rewrjte (4.11) and (4. 12) in matr ix notation 
(4.15) 
/\ /\ /\ /\ /\ /\ 
D(Y f) = XFD(Il)XF' + TIFD (XF) IIF' + c 
/\ /\ /\ /\ /\ /\ /\ I I\ 
tr[D(II
1
, II 1 ')D(xf)) 
tr[D(II
1
, Ilg ) D(xf)) 
/\ /\ /\ /\ /\ /\ /\ /\ 
+ tr[D(II
2
, nl I )D(xf) I tr[D(II2 , IIg' )D(xf) ) 
/\ /\ 
where D(Yf) is (mxm) matrix of estimated variances and covariances of 
forecasts made with stochastic exogenous variables, 
XF is ( mxmg) matrix of forecasted exogenous variables as a block 
diagonal matrix as: 
0 0 
XF = 0 0 
0 0 
" D(XF) is (mgxmg) matrix of forecasted exogenous variables as 
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A 
D(XF) = 
symm. 
fif is Cmxmg) es timat ed reduced form cocf fici enLs 1naLrix whose diagonal 
e lement is ITFf and off -diagonal elements are all zero. 
A /\ 
D( n ) is (mgxmg ) matrix of estimated variances and covariances of 
r educed form coefficients, 
A A /I 
D( IT , n 1 ) is (gxg) estimated matrix of covariances o f reduced form 
r s 
coeffici en t s in equation r with coefficients in equation s. 
A 
C is (mxm) matrix of e s timated variances and covariances of reduced 
f d . b h' h d · d f (B-
1)F(B - 1) ' where F · orm i s tur ances w i c are er1ve rom is the 
(mxm) matrix of structura l disturbances . 
/I /\ 
Again, if X's are known, then D(Yf) will be 
( 4. 16) 
/I " " /\ " D(Yf ) = XFD(TI)XF' + c. 
Covariances between Forecasts and Structural Coefficients 
To obtain estimates of reliability of s ome consequences of public 
policy, it is necessary to estimate covariance between forecasted 
endogenous variable and a structural coefficient. 
From above equations (2.14) and (2.15), we can write the r-th 
est imated equation in a system of m linear structural equation as 
(4 . 17) m g 
~= ~rjyjf + ~=1 1rhXhf = urf 
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and also the k-th derived reduced form equation as 
(4 . 18) 
where nkh 
Our purpose is to derive the covariance between a forecast from a 
derived reduced form equation and a structural coefficient, i.e., to 
fl. " /I 
derive C(Ykf ' br
5
), where Ykf is a forecasted value of Ykf when values 
of all xhf are known: 
(4.19) 
"" g fl/\ 
C(Ykf' brsJ = ~=lxhfcc rrkh'brs) 
The statis tica l differentials will be used to obtain an expression 
" " " for ccnkh' brs), because rrkh is obtained by estimated structural 
coefficients. Let's define f(X, b) as 
b rs 
where c .. is the estimate of I .. and b is the first element in f
1
. 
lJ 1J rs 
Also, define 
where h
1 
= (h
1
i) = row vector of partial derivatives of f
1 
with respect 
to all b .. and c , and h
2 
= u
1 
= first unit vector. 
lj UV 
" " Define G1 as the first column of G, the estimated dispersion 
" matrix of forecasted structural coefficient, then G1 is estimated 
covariances of b with a ll structural coefficient's estimates. 
rs 
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/\ /\ /\ 
Now, C(Tikh' brs) = C(£
1
, f 2) = off-diagonal element of (2x2) 
/\ /\ /\ /\ 
matrix in HGH', und since h
2 
= u1, C(ITkh' brs) = h1G1. Let B be the 
(mxm) matrix of b . . , and let 
1] 
k . 
b J be element in row k and column j of 
-1 /\ m k . 
B , then ITkh = -~ b Jc .h. From the rule for matrix 
j=l J 
differentiation, abkj/ab = -bkrbsj and 
rs 
/\ 
Also, arrkh/acuv = 0 if v~h 
= -bku if v=h . 
The fir s t two elements in h
1
, for example, can be written as 
kl /\ 
= b n1h · 
/\ 
-bk2. 
/\ 
By expanding h1G and co llecting like terms, we obtain for our 
cons i s tent estimate 
(4.20) 
/\ /\ m kum /\ /\ m k /\ 
c crrkh' hrs) = r b r rr.hc (b ,b .) - r b uc(b 
u= l i=l 1 rs ui u=-l r s' 
Thus, by substituting (4 . 20) into (4.19) 
(4.2 1) 
m 
b .)- r bku~(b 
ui rs ' 
u=l 
fl fl 
Next, we derive C( Ykf' crw). As we did above, 
(4.22) 
L.9 
A parallel derivation of (4.20) yields 
(4.23) 
" " m ku m /\ II m ku" c ( llkh , c rw) = r b r II .1 C ( c.: , b . ) - l: b C ( c , c uh ) . l 1 rw u1 .i' --l n.i u=l l=l 
Tilus , by substituting (4.23) inLo (4 .22), we obLai11 Lite desired result 
(4.24) 
If the s tructural equations a r e norma l ized by setting each 6 . . 
11 
II I\ A 
Hq 11 a l t:o unity, t he n b . . = 1 a nd V(b .. ) = C(b . ., b ) = C(b . . , c ) = 0. 
l .t 11 1 1 rs 11 uv 
I\ I\ 
Likewise, if e. = 0 and c. = 0, then V(b. ) = V(c. ) = 0, because the 
1U 1 V lU 1V 
u-Lh endogenous variab l e and v -Lh exogenous variab l e are exc luded from 
t he i-Lh structual equat ion. These ze r o variances and covariances can 
• A 
be excl uded from G
1 
and the corresponding pa rtial derivatives can be 
excluded from h
1
. 
Variances of Public Policy Effect 
To analyze e f f eet of public policies on consumer wel fare, we can 
measure consumer gain ( or l oss ) and i ts variance by various methods . 
In this section, we will s tudy consumer surplus according to the 
Marshallian coDcept of cons umer surplus 21 and the Paasche Variation to 
compute change in consume r we lfa r e. 
21 H. R. Varian, Mic roeconomics Ana lysis (New York: Norton Co . , 
1978), pp.207 -21 3. 
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By rearranging equation (2.1) and assuming the r-th simultaneous 
equation which cons is ts of only two endogenous variables and g exogenous 
variables, we obtain 
(4 .25) 
g 
Y. = (y . - E Xhr .h - u . )/6 . . , 
J 1 h=l J J Jl 
i,j=l,2 and i1j. 
Le tting y. = Q, and Y . = P, where Q and P represent quantity of 
l. J 
part icular product and price of the product , respectively, then (4.25) 
can be written as 
(4.26) 
g 
P = 6kQ + L Xhah + 6u . 
h=l J 
where ~k = 1/ 6 .. , ah= -rh ./6 . . 1 and 6 = 1/6 .. . This equation can be Jl. l. Jl. ]1 
called the price dependent demand function. 
We know that consumer surplus (CS) is the area under the demand 
function and above certain price (Pf) which corresponds to 
particular quantity (Qf), that is 
(4 . 27) 
if Q = Q f 
If Qf is predicted as qf and ~k is estimated as bk, then estimated CS, 
/\ 
CS, i s 
(4.28) 
Note that in a simultaneous equation system, bk is an estimate of a 
ratio o f structural parameters and qf is computed from a derived reduced 
form coefficients and these coefficients are functions of bk. So bk and 
31 
qk are not independently distributed . In this situation, statistical 
differential method can be used to compute approximate variance of 
consumer surplus. 
I\ 
Since equation (4.28) includes ratio of two forecasts, CS = 
2 
-q f/2bj, where bj is the estimated value of s tructural coefficient Bf' 
by applying the first order statistical differentials for the ratio of 
two forecast, we set CS= f(q, b . ). 
J 
2 
r3 .18), H = cacs/ aqf , acs1a2bj) = 
Thus, 
(4 .29 ) 
G = lV(q 2) 
f 2 
C(2bj,qf) 
" I\ " "" V(CS) = HGH' 
,. " 2 2 
= V(qf )/4bj 
Then, by the equation (3.7) and 
2 2 
( -1 /2bj' qf /4bj) and 
""2 " From equation (4.8), we can compute V(qf) by denoting x=y=qf 22 
A A 
and f rom (4 . 9) also compute C(bj' qf) by denoting u=l and v=bj, 23 
and 
" " where C(qf, 
A /I 
V(CS) 
b.) comes 
J 
"2 " = [V (qf) 
from equation (4.21). Thus, 
22 V(x2) 2 2 2 " " 2 " = 2V (x) + 4E xV(x) = 2V (qf) + 4qf V(qf) 
23 C(xy, x) = E(x)C(x, y) + E(y) V{x) 
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A 3A A 3 A 4A 4 
- qf C(qf . b.)/b. + qf V(b .)/4b . 
J J J J 
Paasche variation 
By the definition, t he Paasche Variation ( PV ), 2 ~ as a point 
estimat e , i s 
(4.30) 
where 
k 
PV = E q.dP. + 
i=l l. l. 
b .. = aq . / aP .. 
l. J .1. J 
k k 
EE b .. dP .dP. 
i=lj=l l.J .1. J 
If we consider on ly one product (k=l) for 
t:onven ient:e, then 
(4 . 31) 
PV = qdP + b (dP) 2 
A A 
Si11ce all q., the est imate of q. , a11d dP., the es timate of dP., are 
l. l l. l. 
not joint ly norma lly dist ribu ted in a sys t em of s imul taneous equations , 
tliat is, if predicted exogenous variab l es are used, we can apply the 
statistical differential me thod to single product case. 
then 
Set PV = f(q, dP, b ) and 
H = [cPV/ aq, aPV/odP, aPV/ ob] = (dP , q + 2bdP, (dP) 2 ], and 
G = V(q) 
symm . 
C(q, dP) 
V(dP) 
C(q, b) 
C(dP, b) 
V(b) 
21o Dennis C. Cory, Russel L. Gum, William E. Martin, and Marie 
Leigh, "Use of Paasche and Lasperes Variation to Estimate Consumer 
Welfare Changes, " Agric. Econ . Res . 33, No . 2 (April, 1981): 1-6. 
(4. 32) 
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V(PV) = llGll ' 
= (dP) 2V(q) + (q + 2bdP) 2V(dP) + (dP) 4V(b) 
+ 2dP(q + 2bdP)C(q , dP) + 2(dP) JC(q , b) 
+ 2(dP ) 2 (q + 2bdP )C(dP, b) 
By s ubstituting al l predicted values into (4 . 31) and (4.32), we obtain 
(4. 33) 
/\ "" /\ " 2 PY = qdP + b(dP) 
and 
(4 .34) 
/\ /\ /\ 2" /\ /\ /\ /\ 2" /\ /\ 4" /\ 
V(PV) = (dP) V(q) + (q + 2bdP) V(dP) + (dP) V(b) 
I\ /\ /\ I\ /\ /\ /\ /\ 3 /\ /\ /\ 
+ 2dP(q + 2bdP)C(q , dP) + 2(dP) C(q, b) 
"2" /\I\/\/\/\ + 2(dP) (q + 2bdP)C(dP, b) 
/\ /\ /\ 
If q and dP are predicted from derived reduced form equations , and b 
fl.I\/\ /\./\/\ 
is a estimate of a structura l coefficient, then C(q, b) and C(dP, b) 
/\ /\ /\ 
are obtained from (4.21). But we need more work to calculate C(q, dP) 
/\ /\ /\ 
and C(dP, b). 
We assume, for convenience, that we have only two simultaneous 
equations and the first equation has only one endogenous variables on 
left hand side, and the second equation has g-1 exogenous variables, 
except x11 , then equation (2.1) can be written as 
(4 .35) 
g 
Y1 = r rlhXlh + ul 
h=l 
g 
r r2hX2h + u2 
h=2 
By some reason, for example change in economic policy, the x
11 
changed 
34 
by dX
11
. The change of x
11 
will br i11g about change in y 
1 
and this 
c hange in y
1
, d y
1
, will affect y
2
, then (4.35) will be 
(4.36) 
g 
dy l = l11dX11 + r llhxlh + ul 
h=2 
m g 
Yz = ~2ldyl + ~=2~2iy2i + ~=Zi2hX2h + u2 
Then, we obtain C(y
2
, dy
1
) and by replacing the predicted values, 
(4.37) 
f\ f\ /\ g f\ /\ /\ /\ 
C(y2 ' dy 1) = r. C ( 11 2hxhf' dy 11111) 
h=l 
g 
/\ f\ (\ f\ = r. dylxhfC( 112h' 1111 ) 
h=l 
By applying (4.21) 
(4.38) 
/\ " " Therefore, by r eplacing dy 1 = /\ " dP, y2 = q, and b21 = b, and by 
/I /I 
s ubst ituting (4.37) and (4.38) into (4.34), we obtain V(PV). 
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CHAPTER V. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
Mo ' s MocJ cl 
William Mo studied the effec t of public policy, wheat supµort 
price, on the wheat utilization in the United States using 1928-1964 
datu~s His basic model is a s imple dynamic recursive system. He used 
the Ordinary Least Squares and Two Stage Least Squares to estimate 
quantitatively the basic demand structure of the U.S. wheat sector, to 
estimate the short-run and long-run impact multiplier matrix, and to 
adapt the estimated model in making long-run projections of the U. S . 
wheat utilization . Now, we will review briefly the Mo's model. 
Variables 
The variables in his model are defined next. 
(1) Endogenous Variables . 
Pt: average wheat price received by farmers at time t($ per 
bushel) 
qht : domestic per capita use of wheat for food at time t(bu. per 
capita) 
qft: domestic use of wheat for feed at time t(mil. bu.) 
c 
gt 
Government wheat inventory at the end of time t (mil. bu.) 
c 
ct Commercial wheat inventory at the end of time t (mil. bu . ) 
qEt: total U.S . wheat export at time t(mil.bu.) 
25 William Y. Mo, "An Economic Analysis of the Dynamics of the 
United States Wheat Sector," U.S.D.A. Economic Research Service 
Technical Bulletin, No. 1395, 1968 . 
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(2) Predetermined Variables. 
C Government wheal inventory at the end of time t-l (mil. bu.) 
gt-1 
C · Commercial wheat inventory at the end of time t(mil. bu.) 
ct-1' 
qEt-l: total U.S. export of wheat at time t-l(mil. bu.) 
(3) Exogenous Variables. 
P average wheat support price at time t($ per bu.) 
st 
Kt = 1, if there is no price support program at time t 
0, otherwise 
P farm price index of other feed grains (corn, oats, barley, 
ot 
and sorghum) at time t(l959 - 59=100) 
P : consumer price index at time t(l957-59=100J 
ct 
It: per capita disposable imcome at time t($ per capita) 
G(I ): a nonlinear transformation of U.S . per capita disposable 
t 
income at time t($ per capita) 
Lt: grain-consuming animal units of livestock fed annually at time 
t(mil. units) 
D t 
= 1, if during World War II, 
0, otherwise 
Kt = 1, if there is a Government price support program at time t, 
0, otherwise 
D 
t: 
= 0, during World War II, 
1, otherwise 
Ot: total CJ. s. wheat production at time t (mil. bu.) 
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Data adjustment and prediction of exogenous variables 
Among the e leven exogenous variables in Mo(3.l), there are three 
transformed variables, K P , K D 
2
o , and G(It). The adjustments of 
t ot t t- t 
the first . two exogenous variables, P and Qt' are self-explanatory. 
ot 
Bul in the case of G(It) variable, because plotted empirical data of 
G(It) showed a nonlinear relationship beteween qht and It' G(It) was 
made a nonl inea r trans formation of It. The transformation function is 
-0.00lit -0.002lt 
Mo(3.5) G(It ) = 6e - 5.7468e 
where e = 2.71828, the base of the natural logarithm . 
Mr. Mo predicted five exogenous variables, Pot' Pct' Lt, Ot, and 
It, by using an autoregressive model. This equation has the form 
Empirical Analysis 
Structural system 
According to the equation (1.1), Mo's structural system can be 
written as, at time t, 
Mo(2.l) 
Mo(2.4) 
Mo (2.8) 
Mo(2.12) 
Ho(2.16) 
Mo(2.20) 
pt= 010 + lllpst + ll,llKtPot +ult 
qht = l20 + l 23pct + l2,12G ( It) + ~2lpt + u2t 
qft = 030 + l32pot + l341 t + 035Dt + 63lpt + u 3t 
Cgt = 040 + 04lps t + l46Cgt- l + 049K2Dt-20t + u4t 
cct = lso + l57cct-1 + ~Slpt + ~54cgt + USt 
qEt = 060 + l68qEt-l + 06,lO(Cct-l+Cgt-l) + ~62qht + u6t 
The estimates of the structural system obtained by 3SLS are shown 
in Table 1. The figures in parentheses below the estimated parameters 
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are the standard error of the estimators. These results were obtained 
using the same sample period that Mo used : 1928-64. 
The estimated Band f matrices, as def ined in (2 .4) , of structural 
coef fici ents of the endogenous variabl es and exogenous.variables are 
shown in Table 2 and Table 3 , respectively . Tlie r educed form 
coef ficients, as derived in (2. 16) , are presented in Table 4. 
Variances and covariances of structural and reduced form coefficients 
We can obtain the variances and covariances of es timated 
sLructura l coeff i c ients in Mo's model. These variances and covariances 
/\ /\ 
derived from (3.2) are pres ented in Table 5. In Table 5, G . . , G .. = 
lJ lJ 
sijz . 
1
X(X 1 X) - 1X'Z . , is a (19x19) matrix of the covariances between 
1 J 
coe ffi c ients in strucutral equations i and j. Zero variances and 
covariances for excluded variables are not shown . Only nonzero elements 
are displayed. X( -y) r epresents Xx (10-y) throughout the tables. 
Note that the standard errors for equation 1 and equation 4 in 
/\ /\ 
Table l should agree with Table 4, with G
11 
and G
44 
in Table 5, and 
/\ /\ 
with 0 11 and 044 in Table 6. Howeve r, the reported standard e rrors of 
structura l coefficients do not exactly equal the squares of reported 
variances. Both are copied from the computer printout. The differences 
may be attributable to rounding. 
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Table 1. Estimated structural system by 3SLS 
(1) Farm price and support price relation 
P = 0.1452 + 0.9222P + 0.0107K P 
t st t ot 
(0.07 18 ) (0.0428) (0.00131) 
RMS= 0 . 1304 
(2) Food consumption relation 
qht = 1.6212 + 0.0049Pct + l.4026G(It) - 0.2134Pt 
( 0 . 4 7 3 3) ( 0. ')Q 3 92) (0.2065) (0.0619) 
RMS = 0.1052 
(3) Feed consumption relation 
qft = -104.444 + l . 6522P
0
t + l.5967Lt + 160.25Dt - 146.341Pt 
(134.561) (0 .5971 ) (0.8827) (34 . 375) (39 . 064) 
RMS = 50.47 
(4) Government inventor y relation 
Cct = - 17.8296 + 67.855P
5
t + 0.8117Cgt-l + 0.0451KtDt_ 2ot 
(43 . 3959) (38.2641) (0 .0729) (0.1)646) 
RMS = 140.537 
(5) Commercia l inventory relation 
Cct = 200.998 + 0.3934Cct-l - 74.578Pt - 0.0196Cgt 
(53 . 682) (0.1509) (24.607) (0.0285) 
RMS = 53.664 
(6) Export relation 
qEt = 691.012 + O.S054qEt-l + 0.1015(Cct -l+Cgt-l) - 179 . 18qht 
(305.82) (0.1173) (0.0587) (78.286) 
RMS = 87 . 789 
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/\ 
Table 2. Structural coefficients for endogenous variables(B) 
Variables pt qht qft c gt cct qEt 
p 
t 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
qht 0 . 2134 1 0 0 0 0 
qft 146.341 0 1 0 0 0 
c gt 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
c ct 74 . 578 0 0 0.0196 1 0 
qEt 0 179.18 0 0 0 1 
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Table 4. Reduced form coefficients ( IT ) and their standard errors 
Pr ede t e nni ned variables 
Endogenous 
variables l Pat pot pct 1t 
pt 0.1452 0.9222 
(0.0687) (0.0410) 
<lht 1.5902 -0.1968 0.0049 
(0.4513) (0 .0536) (0.00365) 
qft -125.668 -134.962 1.6522 1. 5967 160.25 
(127 . 85) (33.915) (0.5542) (0.8131) (31.882) 
cgt -17.8296 67.855 0. 8117 
(40.9141) (36 .0587) (0.0687) 
cct 190.52 -70.1075 - 0.0159 
(47.889) (21.0576) (0.036) 
qEt 406.076 35.2665 -0.8728 
(187.15) (16.5351) (0.729) 
43 
Predetermined variables 
cgt-1 cct-1 qEt-1 ~1\:-2°2 c +c ct-1 gt-1 l);Pot ~1t) 
0.0107 
(0.00123) 
-0.0023 1.4026 
(0.00021) (0.1947) 
-1.5641 
(0 .4258 ) 
0 . 0451 
(0.0609) 
0 . 3941 -0.0009 -0 . 7971 
(0 . 1421) (0 .0055) (0 . 2598) 
0.5054 0.1015 0.4087 -251. 314 
(0 .1105) (o.0601) (0.1969) (107.879) 
44 
Table s. 1. Variances and covariances of structural coefficients 
A A A A 
Gll Gl2 G13 Gl4 GlS Gl6 
A A A A 
G22 G23 G24 G25 G26 
c "' A A G33 G34 G35 G36 
A A A 
G44 G4S G46 
A 
Gs5 G56 
A 
symmetric G66 
Table 5 .2. Gll 
Equation 1 
Equation 1 Intercept Pst KtPot 
Intercept 4.722(-3) -2.631(-3) -6 . 971(-5) 
l' 6 t 1. 681(-3) 3.917(-5) 
KtPot symmetric 1.502(-6) 
A 
Table 5 . 3. c22 
Equation 2 
Equation 2 pt Intercept pct G( It) 
pt 3.404(-3) 1.454(-2) -1.604(-5) -6.237(-3) 
Inte r cept 0.1991 -1.56(-3) -8. 619(-2) 
Pct 1. 33(-5) 6.661(-4) 
G(I ) symmetric 3.791( - 2) 
/~ 5 
A 
Table 5.4. G33 
Equation 3 
Equation 3 pt Intercept Pot Lt Dt 
pt 1314.033 2076.069 -18.4136 -14.3553 691.289 
Intercept 15591.753 -27.8514 -100. 75 2463.101 
pot 0.3071 0.165 -10.2154 
Lt 0.671 -16.3243 
Dt symmetric 1016.446 
A 
Table 5. 5. G44 
&}uation 4 
Equation 4 Intercept Pst cgt-1 
Intercept 1673.96 -777 .695 0.2 797 -0.4593 
P st 1300.23 -0.6355 -0.881 2 
c gt-1 4.722(-3) -2 .143(-3) 
~0t-2°t symmetric 3. 707(-3) 
Table 5. 6. G55 
Equation 5 
~qua ti on 5 pt cgt Intercept cct-1 
pt 538.22 7 -0.1321 -958.115 1.8309 
cgt 7.236(-4) -0.3498 1.601(-3) 
Intercept 2561.55 -6.2687 
c ct-1 symmetric 2.02(-2) 
A 
Table 5. 7. c66 
Equation 6 
qht 
Intercept 
A 
Table 5.8. G12 
Equation 2 
Intercept 
Pst 
Kt Pot 
A 
Table 5.9. G13 
5447.662 
symmetric 
pt 
-3.64(-4) 
2.433(-4) 
4.487(-6) 
46 
equation b 
Intercept 
-21207.29 
83133.861 
qEt-1 
5.8607 
-23.1499 
1.22(-2) 
Equation 2 
Intercept pct 
-1.351(-4) 5.239(-6) 
7.744(-5) -2.73(-6) 
9.685(-6) -1. 3(-7) 
Equation 3 
c +c ct-1 gt-1 
2.4949 
-10.2076 
5.111(-4) 
3.68(-3) 
G( lt) 
3.062(-4) 
-1.864(-4) 
-5.357(-6) 
Equation 3 pt Intercept Pot Lt Dt 
Intercept -2.104(-2) -7.352(-2) 5.675(-5) 6.253(-IA) -1.498(-2) 
Pst 1.222(-2) 2.593(-2) -2. 159(-5) -2 .663(-4) 1.042(-2) 
~pot 4.197(-4) 2.943(-3) -2.09(-6) -2.14(-5) 1.491(-5) 
47 
A 
Table 5.10. Gl4 
Equation 4 
Equation 1 Intercept Pst cgt-1 KtDt-20t 
Intercept -0.424 0.2553 1.079(-4) -1.071(-4) 
p ~t 0.2189 -0.1847 -7.91(-5) 6.316(-5) 
KtPot 1. 322 (-3) -1.918(-3) -7.19(-7) 2.05(-6) 
Table 5. ll. Gl5 
Equation 5 
Equation l pt cgt Intercept c ct-1 
Intercept -0.1552 -3.013(-6) 0.2836 -1.52(-4) 
Pst 0.1081 8.285(-6) -0.1741 1.057(-4) 
KtPot 1.531(-3) -5.1(-7) -2.2(-3) 1.555(-6) 
A 
Table 5 . 12. Gl6 
Equation 6 
Equation 6 qht Intercept qEt-1 c +c ct-1 gt-1 
Intercept 0.8553 -3.0447 4.813(-4) 3.14(-4) 
Pst -0.6154 2.2674 -3.302(-4) -2.151(-4) 
KtPot -6.902(-3) 2.63(-2) -5.186(-6) 3.417(-6) 
48 
A 
Table S.13. G23 
Equation 3 
Equation 2 pt Intercept Pot Lt 
pt -7.117(-3) -0.1399 -3.871(-4) 1.184(-3) 
Intercept -0.1171 -0.6787 1.567(-3) 4.44(-3) 
pct 4. 622 (-4) 7.862(-3) l.33(-6) -5.54(-5) 
G( It) 7.749(-2) 0 .2378 -9.23(-4) -1.681( - 3) 
A 
Table 5.14. G24 
Equation 4 
Equation 2 Intercept Pst cgt-1 
pt 0.1143 -0.1975 8.21(-5) 
Intercept -0.2 52 o. 1826 -1.136(-3) 
Pct 8.463(-4) 1.721(-3) 2.58(-6) 
G( It) -4.78(-2) -2.249(-2) 5.804(-4) 
A 
Table s. 15. c25 
Equation 5 
Equation 2 pt cgt Intercept 
pt 2 .748(-2) -1.078(-6) -4.69(-2) 
Intercept -3.282(-2) -S.09(-6) 5.984(-2) 
pct -6.892(-4) 6.8(-8) 1.749(-4) 
G( It) s. 7(-5) -8 .11(-6) 2. 62(-3) 
Dt 
-2. 728(-2) 
-0.1784 
1.878(-3) 
6.454(-2) 
"Kt0t-2°t 
1.325(-4) 
5.54(-4) 
-6.08(-6) 
-2.425(-4) 
5.389(-5) 
-4.124(-5) 
-5.78(-7) 
6.285(-6) 
49 
Table 5.16. G26 
Equation 6 
Equation 2 qht Intercept qEt-1 c +c c t-1 gt- 1 
pt -0. 6023 2.3656 -6.074(-4) -3.327(-4) 
lnterc.:.ept -0.9605 3.6882 - 2.225(-2) 3.445(-4) 
Pct 1. 5(-2) -5.96(-2) 2.626(-5) -4.374(-6) 
G( It) 0.5899 -2 .1424 9. 51(-4) -5. 972(-4) 
A 
Table 5.17. G34 
Equation 4 
Equation 3 Intercept Pst cgt-1 K't0t-2° t 
pt 11. 7512 -23.2238 -o .1028 8.96(-2) 
lntercept -194.31 30.0476 -0.2526 0.3842 
Pot 0. 1164 -o .1517 1. 511(-3) -8.523(-4) 
Lt 0.9839 0 .137 5 1. 644(-3) -2.782(-3) 
D -7.0354 -31.8615 -0.0569 0.1065 
A 
Table 5.18. G35 
Equation 5 
Equation 3 pt cgt Intercept cct-1 
pt 2.9312 2.552(-2) -14.2734 -4.708(-2) 
Intercept -18.8043 -7.711(-2) 198.6954 -0.2339 
Pot 0.2109 -5.76(-4) -6.92(-2) -1.098(-4) 
Lr -3.576(-2) 5.63(-4) -0.4166 1.574(-3) 
Dt 2. 3274 -7.931(-3) 2.4136 -1.646(-2) 
so 
A 
Table S. 19 . G36 
Equation 6 
Equation 3 qht Intercept qEt-1 c +c ct-1 gt-1 
pt 81. 9566 -2 71.2174 9.86(-2) -5.46(-2) 
Intercept 310.8428 -1359.8202 o. 3859 0.3609 
Pot 0 .4601 -2. 4292 -8.926(-4) 2 . 027(-3) 
Lt -2 .9274 12.1871 - 2.839( -3) -2.929(-3) 
Dt -8.5349 17 .6539 o. 1009 - 2 .715(-2) 
Table 5. 20 . G45 
Equation 5 
Equation 4 pt cgt Intercept cct-1 
In t e r cept 79.642 3.012(-2) -175.368 6.503(-2) 
Pst -129.099 5.042(-2) 191. 429 -0 . 1868 
c g t-1 5 . 235(-2) -1.424(-4) -2. 521(-2) 6. 873(-5) 
~0c-2°t 9.041(-2) -5.411(-5) -0.1381 2.123(-4) 
A 
Table 5. 21. G46 
Equation 6 
Equation 4 qht Intercept qEt-1 c +c ct-1 gt-1 
I ntercept -622.7941 2140 . 677 -0.2 938 -0.2036 
P st 635.1773 -2460. 962 0 . 3205 0.4401 
cgt-1 -0.4902 2 .2 327 -3.397(-4) -9.053(-4) 
\ 0 c-2°2 5. 341(-2) -0. 2 166 1.012(-4) 3.677(-5) 
51 
Table 5.22 . G56 
Equation 6 
Equation 5 qht Intercept qEt-1 c +c ct-1 gt-1 
pt -26. 7246 93.7342 -1.53(-2) -2. 13( -4) 
cgt -0.3449 o. 1491 1.169(-5) -6. 577 ( - 5) 
Interc ept 80.7384 -304.0181 8. 776(-3) 6.292(-2) 
cct-1 -1.901(-2) 0.7579 5.614(-5) -2.424(-4) 
52 
Table 6.1. Variances and covariances of reduced form coefficients 
~ A A A A A 
011 012 D13 D14 01s 016 
A A A A A 
022 D23 D24 02s D26 
A A 
D"" D33 D34 D35 D36 
A A A 
D44 D45 D46 
D55 0s6 
symmetric D66 
Table 6 .2. Dll 
Equation l 
Equation l Intercept pst KtPot 
Intercept 4. 722(-3) -2.631(-3) -6.971(-5) 
P st 1. 681(-3) 3.917(-S) 
Kt Pot symmetric 1.502(-6) 
Table 6.3. D22 
'Equation 2 
Equation 2 Intercept Pst Pct KtPot G( It) 
Intercept 0.2037 1.379(-2) - 1.584(-3) 1.563(-4) -8.716(-2) 
Pst 2.876(-3) -1.473(-4) 3. 393(-5) -5.712(-3) 
Pct 1.33(-5) -1.689(-6) 6.661(-4) 
KtP ot 4. 376(-7) -6.559(-5) 
G{ It) symmetric 3.791(-2) 
53 
~ 
Table 6. 4. D33 
Equation 3 
Equation 3 Intercept Pst Pot Lt Dt Kt Pot 
Intercept 16345. 9 2032.94 -30. 5334 -102.926 2565.67 22.3559 
Pst 1150.22 -16.9779 -13.1995 635. 982 13. 7293 
Pot 0 .3071 0.165 -10 .2154 -0.1967 
Lt 0.671 -16.3243 -0.150 5 
Dt 1016.45 7. 37 5 
Kt Pot symmetric 0.1813 
Table 6. 5. D44 
Equation 4 
Equation 4 Intercept Pst c gt-1 K"t0 t-2°t 
Intercept 1673.96 -777. 695 0.2797 -0.4593 
Pst 1300.23 -0.6355 - 0 .8812 
c gt-1 4. 722(-3) -2 .143(-3) 
~0t-2°t s ym.metric 3.707(-3) 
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In Table 6, o1j is a matrix whose rank is (13xl3) in the 
variances and covariances for reduced form coefficients. Zero variances 
and covariances for excluded variables are not shown. Only nonzero 
elements are displayed here. X(-y) represents Xx 10-y throughout the 
tables . 
Prediction of Exogenous Variables and Their Variances 
We will reestimate Mo's equations (4.23) through (4.27) using OLS 
(results are in Table 7), and use these results to predict the 1965 va lues 
" Let y, the 1965 forecasts of these 
exogenous variables, be P , P , L, 0, and I. Throughout the rest of this 
0 c 
study, a symbol without time subscript denotes the 1965 value of the 
exogenous variable. For example, P
0 
equals the 1965 value of P
0
t and P
0 
equals the forecasted 1965 value of P 
at 
The 1965 values of K, D, K, and D equal their 1964 values. The 1965 
values of Cgt-l, Cct-l, and qEt-l are also the 1964 values of Cgt• Cct• 
and qt· 
For the variable G(It), as defined in Mo's equation (3 .5), we need 
to obtain V[G(I)). The use of statistical differentials yields 
~ 2 
V[G(I)) = [a~~I)) V(I). 
Fr om Mo (3 • 5) 
~ 2 ~ 
V[G(I)) - (0.1149e-0 •0021 - 0 .006e-0 •0011) V(I) 
.. 0.0006935. 
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Table 7 . Estimated equations used for forecasting 1965 exogenous 
variablesa 
(1) Farm price index 
P
0
t = 2.3006 + 0.7426Pot-l + 0.4899 YEAR 
(16.079)(0.1176) (0.4125) 
R2 = 0.6928 s2 = 507 . 54 
(2) Consumer price index 
P = -5.6159 + 0.8462Pct - l + 0 . 3912 YEAR 
ct 
(-2.1159) (0 . 0518) (0.1079) 
R2 = 0.9882 s2 - 7.1236 
(3) Grain-fed livestock 
Lt = 36.867 + 0.7275Lt-l + 0.1562 YEAR 
(17.0682)(0.1195) (0.1456) 
R2 • 0.6359 s2 = 71.075 
(4) U.S. wheat production 
Ot 131.729 + 0 . 43630t-l + 9.3841 YEAR 
(121.5117)(0.1526) (3.2781) 
R2 2 0.6172 s2 = 24 , 270 . 15 
(5) Disposable income 
It • -321.3364 + 0.8182It-l + 12.3161 YEAR 
(-79 . 7377) (0.0542) (2 . 943) 
R2 • 0.9484 s2 D 2,784.23 
a Coefficient standard errors are given in parentheses. 
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'nle equations for predicting 1965 exogenous variables and the 
forecasts and their variances are given in Table 7. 
·Forecasts of 1965 Endogenous Variables and Their 
Variances and Covariances 
Forecasts of 1965 endogenous variables are obtained from reduced 
form coefficients and forecasted exogenous variables. Tile 13-element 
vector of forecasted exogenous variables can be written as 
~ 
Xf' • (1, 1.32, 109 .15 , 111.3, 169, 0, 705.5, 113.41, 728, 1,334.65, 
818.9, 0, 0 .5266). 
It is assumed that the 1965 whea t s upport price prog ram was the same 
as the 1964 program. Consequentl y , most elements of D(Xf) are zero 
because the 1965 exogenous values are the same as 1964 actual values in 
most elements. Its only nonzero elements a re the variances and 
... ,.. ,... ,,,. ,., 
covariances of P , P , L, O, and G(I). 
0 c 
The 1965 estimates of the endogenous variables from equation (4.1) 
a re presented in Table s. To compare measures of variances of forecasts, 
two kinds of variances are given: variances obtained assuming stochastic 
exogenous variables and those obtained assuming known exogenous 
variables. The last column of Table 9 shows the ratio of the two 
variances. The variabl es whose ratio is greater than one a re qh and qf. 
1.14 and 1.49, respectively. The ratios for P, Cc, Cg, and qE are almost 
one . The magnitude of the ratio indicates how much more the measured 
reliability is when the variability of the conditions is correctly 
accounted for. Therefore, we may say that there are no significant 
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Table 8. Forecasts of 1965 exogenous variables and their variances 
Exogenous 1964 1965 1965 Forecast 
variables actual value forecasts variance 
p 
0 
107 .00 109.15 507.54 
p 
c 108 .10 111. 29 7.08 
L 167.66 169.00 71.066 
0 1,290.47 1 ,334.65 24,270.18 
I 2,268.00 2,334 .86 2,784.23 
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differences between the two kinds of variances except for the qh and qf 
variables in Mo's model. Two ei;timates of variances and covariances lit'I.! 
presented in Table 10. To show the process of computing Table 10, the 
various components of equation (4.15) are presented in Tables 11-14. 
Covariances Between Structural Coefficients and 
Predicted Endogenous Variables 
We can derive the covariances between structural coefficients and 
forecasts of endogenous variables by using (4.19) and (4.22) . From these 
covariances, we can calculate the reliability of effects of public policy. 
II/\ /Ill /I 
The numerical results are C(Y2f, b21 ) ~ 0.007399 and C(Yzf• r 11 ) 
= 0.000601. 
Effect of Increasing the 1965 Wheat Support Price 
Effects .£!! endogenous variables 
To analyze the effect of increasing the 1965 wheat support price by 
$.10 per bushel, we can forecast the effect of the increase on 1965 
endogenous variables and compute the variances. 
Tile forecasts are completed from dYf ~ dEITs, where dE represents the 
changes in public policy parameters, in general, and dE has only one 
nonzero element; dPs = $.10. Let P
11 
represent the derived reduced form 
coefficient of P , then 
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( 5. l) 
dP O.lOP11 "" O. 10 X 
(l.32) .. 0.132, 
~ 
dq O.lOP21 0.10 x (-0.1968) 
= -0.0197, 
h 
dqf O.lOP31 0.10 x 
(-134.962) .. -13.4962, 
dC = O. lOP 41 = 0.10 x (67.855) = 6.7855, g 
A 
dC 0.lOP51 0.10 x (-7 0.1075) a -7.0108, c 
A 
dqE O.lOP61 
.. 0.10 x (35.2665) - 3.5267. 
As an example to illustrate these numerical results of the forecasts of 
A 
e ffect in 1965, dqh = -0.0197 means that by increasing the 1965 wheat 
support price level by $.10, the domestic per capita use of wheat for 
food in 1965 is predicted to decrease by 0.0197 per bushel. 
The variances of the forecasted effects are computed by 
( 5 . 2) 
where V(Prl) comes from Table 4. Thus, 
( 5 . 3) 
A 
V(dP) - 0. 01 V( p 11) "' o. 01 x 0.041 - 4. l ( -4) ' 
A 
V(dqh) .. 0.01 V( p 21) .. 0.01 x 0.05363 .. 5.363(-4), 
V(dqf) 0.01 V( p 31) - 0.01 x 33.915 = 0.3392, 
A A A 
V(dC ) .. 0.01 V( p 41) .. 0.01 x 36.0587 - 0.3606, g 
A A A 
V(dC ) .,. o. 01 V( p 51) c .. o. 01 x 21.0576 - 0.2106, 
A A 
V(dqE) .. 0.01 V( p 61) .. o. 01 x 16.5351 = 0.1654. 
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Effects of Consumer Welfare and Their Variances 
When the 1965 wheat support price is $1.42, the consumer surplus is 
computed by equation (4.27) . To do this, Mo's equation (2.4) must be 
rewritten as 
(5 .4) 
pt= [qht - Yzo - Y24P ct - Y2, 12 G(It))/ 821 
so that 8k • 1/8
21
• Tilen, 
(5.5) 
To obtain qh, we use the derived reduced form equation for qht with Ps 
= $1 .42 per bushel and the other predetermined variables at the same 
values as in previous sections of this chapter. Then, substituting these 
values into a derived reduced form equation of qh, we obtain 
qh - 2 .59. 
From Table 2, we know that b
21 
= 0 .2134. Thus, from equation (4.28) •.te 
obtain 
(S . 6) 
~ 
cs = 15.72. 
~ 
This CS value, the area under Marshallian (or uncompensated) demand 
~ ~ 
function when qh • 2.59 and p • 1.36 corresponding to a wheat support 
pri ce of $1.42 presents the predicted consumer surplus frum wheat 
consumption for food per capita in 1965. 
To compute the variance of the consumer surplus, equation (4 .29) cao 
be reWTitten as 
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( 5. 7) 
V(CS) • 
By substituting the appropriate values into (5.7), we obtain the result 
( 5. 8) 
A A 
V(CS) "' 7.17903. 
Next, if wheat support price increases by $ . 10 per bushel, the 
change in consumer welfare in terms of Paasche Variation is computed by 
(4.34). For doing this, equation (4.33) can be written as 
(5.9) 
PV 
We know that dp = 0. 132 from (5.1), so we obtain 
(5.10) 
A 
PV = 0 . 3456. 
This value of PV means that by increasing wheat support prices by $ . 10, 
the consumer surplus has changed, in fact decreased as much as 0.3~56 in 
terms of Paasche Variation in 1965. 
To compute the variances of PV, the equation can be written as 
(5.11) 
,. ,.. .... 2 .... A .... "" 2 ..... "° 
V(PV) a (dp) V(qh) + (qh + 2b 21dp) V(dp) 
A 4 A A A A A A 
+ (dp) V(b21 ) + 2dp(qh + 2b21dp)C(qh, dp) 
A 3 A 
+ 2(dp) C(qh, b21 ) 
+ 2(dp) 2 (qh + 2b21dp) C(dp, b21 > 
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We compute C(qh, dp) ~ 0. 0 1661 and C(dp, b21 ) ~ -0. 00002 by applying 
(4 .37 ) and (4 . 38), retipectively. Subs tituting the appropriate values 
tnto (5.11), we obtain 
( 5 . 12) 
V(PV) = 0 . 029 71. 
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CHAPTER VI. CONCLUSIONS 
As a bridge between economic theory and the real world, the 
econometric method of forecasting has become more sophisticated and 
allows forecasting to evolve into a rigorous science. However, many 
economist conclude their forecas t evaluation with the goodness of fit of 
the model which was used to make the forecast, instead of report ing the 
r e liability of the forecast itself. 
Most economic problems are stochastic. Nevertheless, most 
econometric textbooks fail to consider the reliability of the stochastic 
forecasting made with another forecast. Thus, the rel iability of the 
stochastic forecast may be overestimated. 
This study presented the variance formula for stoc hastic forecasts 
as one measure of forecast reliability. It is found that the va,iance 
of a conditional forecast may be larger than the variance of an 
unconditional forecast because the variance of a conditional forecast 
can be increased by the error s of prediction of explanatory variables. 
According to the results of empirical analysis using Mo 1 s model, the two 
variances were nearly equal for four variables. For two variables, the 
ratio of the conditional to the unconditional forecast variables was 
1 . 14 and 1 . 4 9 . 
The magnitude of variance of forecast made with stochastic 
explanator y variables using 3SLS comes from error in the predicted 
exogenous, the presence of the random term, and inaccuracies in 
estimating the reduced form coefficients . 
79 
Furthermore, we derived the formulas of covariance between 
structural coefficients and predicted endogenous variables. These 
covariance formulas are very useful when we analyze relationships and 
instantaneous chain reactions among economic variables in the 
simultaneous equation system . 
This study presents variance formulas for the commonly used 
meas ures of consumer surplus as one of the applications of variance of 
fo r ecas t made with stochastic exogenous variables. These formulas might 
be used to analyze the impact of public policy and to evaluate the 
reliability of the estimated i mpact. 
The variance formula for the stochastic forecast is a useful 
reliability meas ure which needs to be applied in the stochasti c economic 
world. Likewise, the variance formula of the estimated consumer surplus 
is also a useful reliability measure which could be used in studies of 
predicted policy consequences. 
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